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Termination of Deputy Sheriff After Stroke Did Not Violate ADA 

 

 

 

A county sheriff’s department did not violate the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) when it terminated a

deputy sheriff after he suffered a stroke that left him unable to perform in high-stress situations—an essential

part of the job—and because there was no vacant position that was suitable for someone with his

psychological deficits, according to the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

In 2002 the Sublette County Sheriff’s Department hired Kevin Koessel as a patrol officer. In December 2007

he suffered an off-duty stroke. He took administrative leave to recover and returned to part-time light duty in

April 2008. Consistent with these limitations, the sheriff’s office temporarily assigned Koessel to an office job,

where he conducted vehicle registration checks and approved field reports.

In August 2008, Koessel’s doctor gave him approval to work 40 hours a week but no overtime. The sheriff’s

office kept Koessel in the temporary desk assignment; it also authorized him to make routine traffic stops

while on his daily commute. During the next eight months he made 35 routine traffic stops without incident.

However, also during this time the sheriff’s office received reports from other officers about Koessel’s

behavior on the job. On one occasion he allegedly became flustered during a traffic stop because he could

not recall a word. After this report Sheriff Bardin told Koessel he could provide backup but not initiate stops.

The sheriff also learned that Koessel had to leave work early because of blood pressure issues and that he

had lost his temper on several occasions. Because of these reports, in April 2009 the sheriff placed Koessel

on administrative leave, pending the results of an independent medical exam.

The sheriff arranged for Koessel to be examined by a neurologist and sent the doctor a letter explaining his

concerns—“in particular, Koessel’s lapses of memory and blood pressure problems.” After examining him, the

neurologist concluded that Koessel was physically fit for the patrol position, but expressed concern about his

psychological condition: “’Strictly from a neurological standpoint, he would be able to work, but there are

potential problems to cognitive functioning that may have resulted from the stroke and should be

investigated.’”

Consistent with this recommendation, the sheriff sent Koessel to a psychologist to assess his psychological

fitness for duty. The psychologist found that Koessel’s standard psychological test scores were unchanged

from his prestroke baseline scores; however, he also “found that Koessel’s symptoms of ‘mild to moderate

fatigue, episodes of lightheadedness and episodes of emotional disinhibition (weeping)’ could interfere with

the performance of some of his patrol officer duties”; thus he “recommended Koessel be placed in a

low-stress position, one in which he did not have regular contact with the public.”

In May 2009 the sheriff’s office placed Koessel in the temporary role of assistant to the emergency

management coordinator. In June, though, Koessel returned to administrative leave after the County Board of

Commissioners determined that the county lacked funds to keep him in this job.

In an Aug. 12, 2009, letter, the sheriff informed Koessel that his employment was terminated. Citing the

independent medical opinions finding him not fit for a patrol position, which requires performance in

high-stress situations, the sheriff said, “[A]fter careful consideration the sheriff’s department has determined

that there are no available positions in the sheriff’s department for which you are medically cleared to

perform. For safety purposes and to prevent injury to you or to the public at large, this office has no

alternative but to discharge you from duty.”

Koessel sued the sheriff, the sheriff’s office and the County Board of Commissioners, alleging, among other

things, that they dismissed him based on a perception of disability, in violation of the ADA. After discovery, the

defendants filed a motion for summary judgment, which the district court granted. It stated that for his prima

facie case, Koessel needed to show that he met the statutory definition of disabled; that he was able to

perform his essential duties, with or without reasonable accommodation; and that he was subjected to

adverse action because of his disability. The district court concluded that Koessel offered no evidence to

contradict the independent psychologist’s opinion that he was not qualified for the patrol position.

Koessel appealed, but the 10th Circuit affirmed the grant of summary judgment. Explaining that the burden

was on Koessel, as plaintiff, to demonstrate his qualification for the patrol position, the court ruled that he had

not met that burden. It was undisputed that the essential functions of the patrol position included “1)

preserving the peace at public gatherings, neighborhood disputes and family quarrels; 2) conferring with

prosecutors and testifying in court; and 3) apprehending suspects.” Moreover, in his report the independent

psychologist specifically referenced the job description “and found that Koessel’s symptoms could interfere

with the required job functions.” While Koessel argued that this report was inaccurate, he did not produce

evidence to contradict it. The appellate court noted that the sheriff’s office had obtained “two individualized

assessments” of Koessel’s condition and concluded that all the evidence established that he could not

perform the essential duties, with or without reasonable accommodation.

In addition, the 10th Circuit said that when accommodation within the position held (patrol) is not possible,

then reassignment to a vacant lateral one may be a reasonable accommodation (not to a promotion position).

It clarified that a job “is vacant when a similarly situated, non-disabled employee would be able to apply for it.”

The appellate court said that “Koessel bears the burden of identifying a specific vacant position to which he

could have reasonably been reassigned” and concluded that “Koessel has identified no such position.” It
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rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the temporary emergency management assignment would have been

appropriate, noting that he “provides no evidence that this position was anything more than a temporary one

subject to available funding.” The appellate court explained that an “employer has no duty under ADA to

convert temporary jobs ‘available to disabled employees who are recuperating from temporary restrictions’

into permanent jobs for permanently restricted employees.”

Koessel v. Sublette County Sheriff’s Dept., 10th Cir., No. 11-8099 (May 14, 2013).

Professional Pointer: This case illustrates the value of the interactive process to the employer. The

evidence shows that the sheriff’s department worked with Koessel at every step after his stroke to identify his

work-related limitations. The appellate court credited these efforts in determining that there was no issue for

trial.

Michael G. McClory is a shareholder at Bullard Smith Jernstedt Wilson, the Worklaw® Network member firm

in Portland, Ore.
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